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Epidemiology of ADPLD in Olmsted County

Conclusions Clinically significant isolated ADPLD is rare (<1:10,000 population). The overall prevalence, largely clinically 
insignificant, is likely much higher and closer to the reported prevalence of truncating PLD mutations (1:496).

Highlights
� Isolated autosomal-dominant polycystic liver dis-

ease (ADPLD) is generally considered a rare disease.
� Truncating mutations to ADPLD genes are fairly

common (1:496) in large, population sequencing
databases.

� We identified 35 individuals meeting diagnostic
criteria for definite or likely ADPLD and 99 addi-
tional patients with possible ADPLD.

� The point prevalence of definite or likely ADPLD on
01/01/2010 was 9.5/100,000 or 36.0/100,000 pop-
ulation if adding possible cases.

� Clinically significant isolated ADPLD is rare
(<1:10,000 population), but the overall prevalence
is likely much higher.

Lay summary
Isolated autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease
(ADPLD) is generally considered a rare disease. How-
ever, we demonstrate that it is a relatively common
disease, which is rarely (<1:10,000 population) clini-
cally significant.
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Background & Aims: Isolated autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease (ADPLD) is generally considered a rare disease.
However, the frequency of truncating mutations to ADPLD genes in large, population sequencing databases is 1:496. With the
increasing use of abdominal imaging, incidental detection of hepatic cysts and ADPLD has become more frequent. The present
study was performed to ascertain the incidence and point prevalence of ADPLD in Olmsted County, MN, USA, and how these
are impacted by the increasing utilisation of abdominal imaging.
Methods: The Rochester Epidemiology Project and radiology databases of Mayo Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center were
searched to identify all subjects meeting diagnostic criteria for definite, likely, or possible ADPLD. Annual incidence rates were
calculated using incident cases during 1980–2016 as numerator, and age- and sex-specific estimates of the population of
Olmsted County as denominator. Point prevalence was calculated using prevalence cases as numerator, and age- and sex-
specific estimates of the population of Olmsted County on 1 January 2010 as denominator.
Results: The incidence rate and point prevalence of combined definite and likely ADPLD were 1.01 per 100,000 person-years
and 9.5 per 100,000 population, respectively. Only 15 of 35 definite and likely incident ADPLD cases had received a diagnostic
code, and only 8 had clinically significant hepatomegaly. The incidence rates were much higher when adding possible cases,
mainly identified through radiology databases, particularly in recent years and in older patients because of the increased
utilisation of imaging studies.
Conclusions: Clinically significant isolated ADPLD is a rare disease with a prevalence <1:10,000 population. The overall
prevalence of ADPLD, however, to a large extent not clinically significant, is likely much higher and closer to the reported
genetic prevalence.
© 2020 Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of European Association for the Study of the Liver (EASL). This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
Autosomal-dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD), caused
in most cases by mutations to PKD1 or PKD2, is characterised by
progressive development and growth of cysts within the kid-
neys.1,2 These lead to the development of hypertension, pain,
nephrolithiasis, haematuria, urinary tract infections, and even-
tually destruction of the renal parenchyma and kidney failure. It
is a systemic disorder with cyst development in other organs and
vascular and cardiac manifestations. Hepatic cysts or polycystic
liver disease (PLD) constitute its most common extra-renal
manifestation.3–5

For many years, it was generally believed that PLD was always
associated with ADPKD.3 It is now recognised that PLD also
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occurs as a distinct genetic disorder with an autosomal-
dominant pattern of inheritance (autosomal-dominant polycy-
stic liver disease [ADPLD]).6–9 The first 2 genes associated with
ADPLD, PRKCSH and SEC63, were identified in families charac-
terised by relatively severe PLD in the absence of or with very
few renal cysts.10–12 Additional genes have more recently been
identified to be variably associated with ADPLD,13–19 but affected
patients frequently exhibit renal cysts as well, pointing to a
significant overlap between ADPLD and ADPKD.20

Whilst ADPKD is a relatively common disease with an esti-
mated prevalence of 1:400–1,000 individuals,21 ADPLD has been
considered to be much rarer with an estimated prevalence of
1:10,000.22 Recently, the combined frequency of truncating
mutations to 1 of 6 ADPLD genes (PRKCSH, SEC63, GANAB, ALG8,
SEC61B, and LRP5) in 2 large, population sequencing databases,
gnomAD and BRAVO, was found to be 1:496.23 As PLD is usually
asymptomatic, patients with PLD associated with ADPKD often
come to medical attention because of the manifestations of the
renal disease, whereas those with isolated ADPLD may remain
undiagnosed. The mild and less symptomatic nature of isolated
ADPLD compared with ADPKD may account for the discrepancy
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Table 1. Diagnostic criteria for ADPLD.

ADPLD Criteria

Definite � Presence of family history of PLD or detection of an

ADPLD gene mutation
� Presence of >−1 liver cyst (if <40 yr old) or >−4 liver cysts

(if >−40 yr old)
� Without or with kidney cysts less than required for

diagnosis of ADPKD27,28

Likely � Absence of family history
� Presence of >−20 liver cysts (at any age)
� Without or with kidney cysts less than required for

diagnosis of ADPKD27,28

Possible � Absence of family history
� Presence of 5–19 liver cysts (at any age)
� Without or with kidney cysts less than required for

diagnosis of ADPKD27,28

Cysts detected by ultrasound, computed tomography, or magnetic resonance imaging
measuring >−5 mm in diameter.
ADPKD, autosomal-dominant polycystic kidney disease; ADPLD, autosomal-
dominant polycystic liver disease; PLD, polycystic liver disease.
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Fig. 1. Representative abdominal MRI or CT images from patients with
definite or likely ADPLD. (A) A 34-yr-old man with a SEC63 mutation without
known family history of PLD; liver volume 1,717 ml. (B) A 62-yr-old man
without a family history of PLD; liver volume 3,365 ml. (C) A 45-yr-old woman
with documented family history of PLD; liver volume 4,112 ml. ADPLD,
autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease; CT, computed tomography; MRI,
magnetic resonance imaging; PLD, polycystic liver disease.
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between the perceived clinical prevalence of ADPLD and the
frequency of likely pathogenic ADPLD mutations.

With the increasing use of abdominal ultrasound (US),
computed tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) for a multitude of purposes, incidental detection of hepatic
cysts and ADPLD has become more frequent. The present study
was performed to ascertain the incidence and point prevalence
of ADPLD in Olmsted County, MN, USA, between 1980 and 2016,
and how these estimates are impacted by the increasing uti-
lisation of abdominal imaging.
Patients and methods
Research design
This is a retrospective cohort study conducted in Olmsted
County, an area relatively isolated from other urban centres and
with few healthcare providers, mainly Mayo Clinic, Olmsted
Medical Center, and their affiliated facilities, delivering most
healthcare to local residents. The study population was identified
as part of a project to study the ‘Epidemiology of autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease in Olmsted County’.21 The
study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki, and approved by the Institutional Review Boards of
Mayo Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center.
Data sources
We utilised the Rochester Epidemiology Project and the Mayo
Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center radiology databases to iden-
tify subjects meeting our diagnostic criteria. The Rochester
Epidemiology Project is a medical records linkage system
incorporating data from all medical facilities in Olmsted
County.24–26 The reports of all imaging studies performed at a
radiology department in Olmsted County have been stored in the
Mayo Clinic or Olmsted Medical Center radiology databases.
Abdominal CT and MRI scans have been electronically available
since 1997, although before 2009, reports were only available
from 1 site in the Rochester Epidemiology Project. We consid-
ered that the combination of these data sources provides the
most powerful strategy to capture as many potential subjects
JHEP Reports 2020
with ADPLD as possible, and to accurately estimate the incidence
or prevalence of ADPLD in this region.
Identification of potential subjects with ADPLD
We searched the Rochester Epidemiology Project for Olmsted
County residents during the years 1980–2016 with diagnostic
codes for polycystic liver, polycystic kidney, and related cystic
disease diagnoses to capture the potential ADPLD subjects.21 We
reviewed their medical records, abdominal imaging, and/or im-
aging reports, including US, CT, and MRI scans. Diagnostic criteria
for definite, likely, and possible ADPLD are listed in Table 1.27

Patients not meeting these criteria were considered not to have
ADPLD.

The identification of undiagnosed ADPLD cases occurred
through the retrieval of radiology images from Mayo Clinic and
Olmsted Medical Center. The Mayo Clinic and Olmsted Medical
Center radiology databases were searched for Olmsted County
residents with reports of enhanced CT or (plain or enhanced)
MRI scans between 1997 and 2016 containing the words ‘cysts’
and ‘liver’ or ‘hepatic’. We searched only subjects who under-
went enhanced CT or (plain or enhanced) MRI scans because
these imaging studies are more sensitive than non-enhanced CT
or US scans to distinguish hepatic cysts from other lesions and to
separate cystic from non-cystic tissue. The diagnostic criteria to
classify patients as definite ADPLD, likely ADPLD, and possible
ADPLD are the same as listed in Table 1.27,28 We reviewed the
imaging studies in chronological order starting with the first
study to get an accurate incidence date. If an older study had a
poor imaging quality and we could not count the number of
cysts, we reviewed subsequent studies to make the diagnosis. If
2vol. 2 j 100166
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Fig. 2. Representative abdominal or CT images from patients with possible ADPLD. (A) A 49-yr-old woman; liver volume 1,287 ml. (B) A 64-yr-old woman;
liver volume 1,642 ml. (C) A 77-yr-old woman; liver volume 3,502 ml. (D) A 51-yr-old man; liver volume 1,778 ml. (E) An 80-yr-old man; liver volume 1,385 ml. (F)
An 81-yr-old man; liver volume 1,547 ml. (G) A 77-yr-old female; live volume 1,623 ml. ADPLD, autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease; CT, computed
tomography.
subjects underwent multiple imaging studies, enhanced CT or
plain or contrast MRI was given priority.

Actual abdominal images were not electronically available
before 1997, and we evaluated such subjects by their medical
charts and radiology reports. The number of liver cysts was
recorded. If there was no information on the number of cysts in
the reports, the cases were excluded. Liver volumes were
measured when electronic images with full coverage of the livers
were available. Hepatomegaly was defined as a liver volume
adjusted by height (HtLV) exceeding 1,000 ml/m; HtLV between
1,000 and 1,800 ml/m was considered moderate, and HtLV
exceeding 1,800 ml/m was considered severe hepatomegaly.29
Inclusion criteria for incident and prevalent cases
The incidence of ADPLD was defined as patients newly diagnosed
in Olmsted County between January 1980 and December 2016.
Olmsted County residents with liver cysts meeting our diagnostic
criteria for ADPLD found incidentally on imaging studies were
also identified. The incidence date was determined as the date
when the diagnostic code was entered for the patients with
diagnostic codes in the Rochester Epidemiology Project. The
incidence date was determined as the date when the first
JHEP Reports 2020
imaging studies meeting our diagnostic criteria were performed
for the patients from the radiology databases. ADPLD patients
from all age ranges were included in this study. Only patients
who had been Olmsted County residents for at least 1 yr before
their diagnosis were considered incident cases. Anyone moving
to Olmsted County to facilitate diagnosis or treatment for ADPLD
was excluded. The aim of this study was to identify the incidence
rate of ADPLD in Olmsted County, so all patients diagnosed as
ADPLD in other facilities of this region as well as in Mayo Clinic
were included in this study.

The point prevalence of ADPLD was defined as patients
meeting our criteria for ADPLD who were Olmsted County resi-
dents on 1 January 2010. Patients who were diagnosed before
1980 and those who moved in Olmsted County after their
diagnosis were also included for prevalence of ADPLD. The
population of Olmsted County was 92,006 in 1980 and 144,248
in 2010.
Statistical analysis
Annual incidence rates of ADPLD per 100,000 person-years were
calculated using incident cases of ADPLD as the numerator, and
age- and sex-specific estimates of the population of Olmsted
3vol. 2 j 100166



Table 2. Characteristics of patients with ADPLD at diagnosis.

All ADPLD patients Definite or likely ADPLD Possible ADPLD

Age at diagnosis (yr) (n = 134) (n = 35) (n = 99)
Mean (SD) 64.4 (13.4) 57.5 (13.7) 66.9 (12.5)
Median (25th; 75th) 65.5 (53; 74) 59 (46; 66) 67 (57; 76)
Range 28–94 28–85 38–94

Male, n (%) 63 (47.0) 22 (62.9) 41 (41.4)
Caucasian, n (%) 124/133 (93.2) 31/35 (88.6) 93/98 (94.9)
History of hypertension, n (%) 63/129 (48.8) 14/33 (42.4) 49/96 (51.0)
History of haematuria, n (%) 21/129 (16.3) 3/33 (9.1) 18/96 (18.8)
History of kidney stones, n (%) 14/130 (10.8) 7/34 (20.6) 7/96 (7.3)
History of depression, n (%) 29/129 (22.5) 7/33 (21.2) 22/96 (22.9)
Tobacco use ever, n (%) 76/128 (59.4) 20/32 (62.5) 56/96 (58.3)
LV (ml) (n = 107) (n = 31) (n = 76)

Mean (SD) 1,568 (600) 1,875 (837) 1,442 (417)
Median (IQR) 1,437 (1,220; 1,725) 1,636 (1,375; 2,054) 1,381 (1,163; 1,655)
Range 789–4,300 1,060–4,300 789–3,502

Height-adjusted LV (ml/m)
Mean (SD) 930 (374) 1,105 (534) 858 (226)
Median (25th; 75th) 845 (712; 981) 940 (800; 1,187) 824 (701; 953)
Range 445–2,905 652–2,905 445–2,319
<1,000, N (%) 83 (77.6) 22 (71.0) 61 (80.3)
1,000–1,800, N (%) 19 (17.7) 5 (16.1) 14 (18.4)
H >1,800, N (%) 5 (4.7) 4 (12.9) 1 (1.3)

Plasma creatinine (mg/dl) (n = 126) (n = 32) (n = 94)
Mean (SD) 0.91 (0.20) 0.94 (0.20) 0.90 (0.20)
Median (25th; 75th) 0.9 (0.8; 1.0) 0.9 (0.8; 1.0) 0.9 (0.8; 1.0)
Range 0.5–1.5 0.6–1.4 0.5–1.5

ADPLD, autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease; IQR, inter-quartile range; LV, liver volume.
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County as the denominator. The population at risk was estimated
using US census data from 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010, with
linear interpolation for inter-census years. Overall incidence
rates were age and sex adjusted, and standardised to The United
States White Population: 2010. Incidence rates were also esti-
mated separately for men and women and by age group. Esti-
mates were provided for definite or likely, and for definite, likely,
or possible ADPLD. In addition, incidence rates were estimated
for patients with a diagnosis as well as all patients (patients with
a diagnostic code and those with radiology only). Annual inci-
dence rates were estimated averaging across 5-yr calendar pe-
riods. Finally, we created jitter plots to show the distribution of
number of cysts by age group and sex amongst the ADPLD pa-
tients meeting ‘possible’ diagnostic criteria.

The point prevalence of ADPLD was calculated using preva-
lent cases of ADPLD on 1 January 2010 as the numerator, and
age- and sex-specific estimates of the population of Olmsted
County on 1 January 2010 as the denominator, as determined
from the Rochester Epidemiology Project census.26 Prevalence
rates were age- and sex adjusted, and standardised to The United
States White Population: 2010. Prevalence rates were also esti-
mated separately for men and women and by age group. Esti-
mates were provided for likely alone and likely + possible
diagnoses.
Results
We reviewed medical charts, abdominal images, or radiology
reports for 2,131 subjects with diagnostic codes and 2,765 sub-
jects from radiology (Fig. S1A and B). Between 1980 and 2016, 32
patients with incident ADPLD were identified by using diagnostic
codes and 102 patients were identified from radiology. In total,
134 patients had incident ADPLD. Four patients had a definite
diagnosis (3 with positive family history and 1 with a proven
JHEP Reports 2020
SEC63 mutation) and 31 patients had a likely diagnosis (Fig. 1).
Because of the small number of definite diagnoses, the data for
the patients with definite and likely diagnoses are presented
together (Table S1). The remaining 99 patients had a possible
diagnosis of ADPLD (Fig. 2).

Patients with definite or likely ADPLD, compared with those
with possible ADPLD, were younger and had larger liver volumes
(median 1636; inter-quartile range [IQR] 1,375–2,054 ml vs.
1,381; 1,163–1,655 ml; p = 0.004) and height-adjusted liver vol-
umes (median 940; IQR 800–1,187 ml/m vs. 824; 701–953 ml/m;
p = 0.005) (Table 2). Five patients, 4 with a definite/likely diag-
nosis and 1 with a possible diagnosis, had severe hepatomegaly
(HtLV >1800 ml/m) (Table 2). Four of the 5 patients with severe
hepatomegaly were females and 1 of them required a partial
liver resection. Nineteen patients, 5 with a definite/likely and 14
with a possible diagnosis, had moderate hepatomegaly (HtLV
1,000–1,800 ml/m). In both groups, with definite/likely or with
possible diagnosis, there was a trend for larger height-adjusted
liver volumes in women, but the difference was not statistically
significant (Fig. 3A and B). The numbers of hepatic cysts in male
and female patients with possible ADPLD were also similar
(Fig. 3C and D). Forty-two per cent of definite or likely and 51% of
possible ADPLD patients had a history of hypertension. There
was a trend for more frequent history of nephrolithiasis in the
patients with definite/likely ADPLD and of haematuria in the
patients with possible ADPLD.

The overall age- and sex-adjusted annual incidence rate of
definite or likely ADPLD was 1.01 (95% CI 0.67–1.35) and that of
combined (definite, likely, or possible ADPLD) was 4.01 (95% CI
3.32–4.69) per 100,000 person-years (Table 3). The incidence
rates were not different between males and females. They were
very low before 1997 and increased progressively after 1997 as a
result of image availability for our review and increasing
utilisation of imaging studies (Fig. 4A and B). Incidence rates
4vol. 2 j 100166
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Fig. 3. HtLV and cyst number by gender and age group. (A) HtLV by age
group in women with definite or likely ADPLD. (B) HtLV by age group in men
with definite or likely ADPLD. (C) Number of cysts by age group in womenwith
possible ADPLD. (D) Number of cysts by age group in men with possible
ADPLD. ADPLD, autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease; HtLV, height-
adjusted liver volume.
were greater in older groups (Table 3; Fig. S2A–D), reflecting the
increasing utilisation of CT and MRI scans in older populations
(Figs S3 and S4).
JHEP Reports 2020
Forty-four (41 with ADPLD previously identified in Olmsted
County and 3 diagnosed elsewhere) lived in Olmsted County on 1
January 2010. The overall age- and sex-adjusted prevalence of
definite or likely ADPLD was 9.5 (95% CI 4.1–14.9), and that of
combined (definite, likely, or possible) ADPLD was 36.0 (95% CI
25.3–46.6) per 100,000 population on 1 January 2010 (Table 4).
Discussion
PLD is characterised by multiple cysts scattered throughout the
liver parenchyma. It occurs in association with ADPKD or as a
distinct genetic entity with autosomal-dominant inheritance
(ADPLD). Nine genes have been associated with ADPLD (PRKCSH,
SEC6, LRP5, GANAB, ALG8, ALG9, SEC61B, PKHD1, and
DNAJB11).10–19 Together, they account for only 50–60% of the
cases, suggesting that additional genes remain to be identified.
Multiple hepatic cysts can also occur in association with other
genetic disorders30–32 and advanced chronic liver disease.33

The diagnosis of ADPLD relies on the demonstration of he-
patic cysts and a pathogenic ADPLD mutation, the presence of
hepatic cysts in the setting of a family history of ADPLD, or the
presence of numerous hepatic cysts in the absence of or with
only few renal cysts. As not all genetic causes of ADPLD have
been identified, documentation of a family history of asymp-
tomatic PLD is often lacking, and because simple hepatic cysts
often develop in older individuals in the absence of a genetic
cause, the diagnosis of ADPLD is often arbitrary. In a 2003 article
describing the clinical profile of ADPLD, >−20 hepatic cysts with a
number of renal cysts below the diagnostic ADPKD criteria was
required to diagnose ADPLD probands.27 A similar rule has been
used in subsequent studies,10–12 although some have used less
stringent criteria (>−15 or >−10 cysts).34–36 For first-degree relatives
of a proband, the presence of any hepatic cyst for individuals less
than 40 yr of age and at least 4 hepatic cysts for those 40 yr old or
older has been required for diagnosis.27,28

The criteria for the diagnosis of ADPLD have been based on
the prevalence on simple hepatic cysts in the general population.
It should be acknowledged that genotype–phenotype correlation
studies to determine the number of cysts that warrants a diag-
nosis of ADPLD as opposed to multiple simple hepatic cysts have
not been performed. Old studies using second-generation US
machines found hepatic cysts in approximately 2% of individuals
40–70 yr in the general population and in up to 6% of those 70 yr
of age or older.37,38 They are few in number, usually solitary, and
only exceptionally more than 3. They are less common than renal
cysts and develop at a later age. A more recent study using a
third-generation US machine reported hepatic cysts in 11.3% of
1,541 patients.39 The frequency of hepatic cysts increased with
age: 0%, 5.9%, 11.4%, 18.6%, 16.3%, and 23.4% of patients younger
than 40, 40–49, 50–59, 60–69, 70–79, and 80–89 yr of age,
respectively. Six patients had polycystic kidney disease and 8 had
isolated PLD. The average number of cysts in the remaining 160
patients was 2 cysts per patient. Another study using contrast-
enhanced spiral CT reported hepatic cysts in 17.8% of 617 pa-
tients.40 The frequency also increased with age: 2%, 14.4%, 20.6%,
and 24.2% in patients younger than 40, 40–60, 60–80, and >80 yr
of age. The number of cysts per patient was not provided.

In the present study, we have used conservative criteria for
the diagnosis of ADPLD10–12,27: definite, in the presence of mul-
tiple hepatic cysts and either a pathogenic ADPLD mutation or a
family history of PLD; likely, with >−20 cysts; and possible with
5–19 cysts. Using these criteria, only 4 Olmsted County patients
5vol. 2 j 100166



Table 3. Annual incidence rates (1980–2016) of ADPLD per 100,000 person-years (95% CI) by age and sex in Olmsted County.

Age group (yr)

Females Males Total

n Rate (95% CI)a n Rate (95% CI)a n Rate (95% CI)a

Definite or likely ADPLD
0–17 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
18–29 0 0.00 1 0.27 (0.01; 1.48) 1 0.13 (0.00; 0.71)
30–39 0 0.00 1 0.28 (0.01; 1.57) 1 0.14 (0.00; 0.79)
40–49 6 1.90 (0.70; 4.13) 3 0.97 (0.20; 2.83) 9 1.44 (0.66; 2.73)
50–59 3 1.17 (0.24; 3.42) 4 1.63 (0.44; 4.17) 7 1.40 (0.56; 2.87)
60–69 3 1.76 (0.36; 5.15) 9 5.91 (2.70; 11.22) 12 3.72 (1.92; 6.50)
70–110 1 0.46 (0.01; 2.56) 4 2.90 (0.79; 7.43) 5 1.41 (0.46; 3.29)
All ages 13 0.68 (0.31; 1.06) 22 1.40 (0.80; 1.99) 35 1.01 (0.67; 1.35)

Definite, likely, or possible ADPLD
0–17 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
18–29 0 0.00 1 0.27 (0.01–1.48) 1 0.13 (0.00–0.71)
30–39 1 0.28 (0.01–1.57) 1 0.28 (0.01–1.57) 2 0.28 (0.03–1.02)
40–49 11 3.48 (1.74–6.22) 4 1.29 (0.35–3.31) 15 2.40 (1.34–3.95)
50–59 17 6.64 (3.87–10.62) 12 4.89 (2.53–8.54) 29 5.78 (3.87–8.30)
60–69 18 10.58 (6.27–16.72) 21 13.79 (8.54–21.09) 39 12.10 (8.60–16.54)
70–110 24 11.04 (7.07–16.43) 24 17.42 (11.16–25.92) 48 13.52 (9.97–17.92)
All ages 71 3.82 (2.92–4.71) 63 4.32 (3.24–5.39) 134 4.1 (3.32–4.69)

ADPLD, autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease.
a Rates for females and males are adjusted for age, whereas the total rate is adjusted for age and sex.
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Research article
met the criteria for definite ADPLD and only 35 met the criteria
for definite or likely ADPLD during 1980–2016. The overall age-
and sex-adjusted incidence rate of definite or likely ADPLD was
1.01 per 100,000 person-years compared with 3.06 per 100,000
person-years for definite or likely ADPKD.21 The overall age- and
sex-adjusted 2010 point prevalence of definite or likely ADPLD
was 9.5 per 100,000 compared with 68 per 100,000 population
for definite or likely ADPKD.21 Furthermore, only 15 of 35 defi-
nite and likely incident ADPLD cases had received a diagnostic
code, and only 8 (3 females and 5 males) had clinically significant
hepatomegaly. The other 20 out of 35 likely ADPLD were iden-
tified from radiology databases, which means they had not been
given any diagnostic codes related to liver cysts. These data
confirm that ADPLD is diagnosed more rarely than ADPKD, and
are consistent with statements in the literature that ADPLD, if
restricted to clinically significant ADPLD, is a rare disease.
JHEP Reports 2020
With the addition of possible ADPLD cases, incidence and
prevalence were substantially higher, 4.01 per 100,000 person-
years and 36.0 per 100,000 population, respectively. These
rates, however, greatly underestimate the real prevalence of
ADPLD, as possible cases were mainly identified by the review of
the radiology databases and not all Olmsted County patients
underwent abdominal imaging during the study period.
Furthermore the radiology review was only possible starting in
1997. The degree to which these rates underestimate the real
incidence and prevalence is illustrated by the increasing inci-
dence rates between 1997 and 2016 and the higher incidence
rates in older patients, both reflecting increasing utilisation of
imaging studies. Therefore, it seems likely that the real preva-
lence of ADPLD, to a large extent not clinically significant, is
likely much higher and closer to the reported genetic
prevalence.23
6vol. 2 j 100166



Table 4. Point prevalence (1 January 2010) of ADPLD per 100,000 population (95% CI) by age and sex in Olmsted County.

Age group (yr)

Females Males Total

N Rate (95% CI)a n Rate (95% CI)a n Rate (95% CI)a

Definite or likely ADPLD
0–17 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
18–29 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
30–39 0 0.00 1 10.48 (0.27; 58.38) 1 5.10 (0.13; 28.43)
40–49 1 9.91 (0.25; 55.20) 1 10.68 (0.27; 59.52) 2 10.28 (1.24; 37.14)
50–59 3 29.67 (6.12; 86.72) 1 10.84 (0.27; 60.42) 4 20.69 (5.64; 52.98)
60–69 1 15.83 (0.40; 88.17) 2 35.57 (4.31; 128.51) 3 25.12 (5.18; 73.42)
70–110 1 13.71 (0.35; 76.37) 1 18.74 (0.47; 104.44) 2 15.83 (1.92; 57.20)
All ages 6 8.93 (1.77; 16.09) 6 10.23 (41.96; 18.51) 12 9.52 (4.11; 14.94)

Definite, likely or possible ADPLD
0–17 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
18–29 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
30–39 0 0.00 1 10.48 (0.27; 58.38) 1 5.10 (0.13; 28.43)
40–49 1 9.91 (0.25; 55.20) 2 21.37 (2.59; 77.18) 3 15.42 (3.18; 45.06)
50–59 9 89.02 (40.71; 168.99) 4 43.37 (11.82; 111.06) 13 67.25 (35.81; 114.99)
60–69 6 94.95 (34.85; 206.67) 4 71.15 (19.39; 182.17) 10 83.75 (40.16; 154.01)
70–110 10 137.06 (65.73; 252.06) 7 131.21 (52.75; 270.34) 17 134.59 (78.40; 215.49)
All ages 26 39.26 (24.13; 54.39) 18 32.33 (17.28; 47.39) 44 35.96 (25.30; 46.61)

ADPLD, autosomal-dominant polycystic liver disease.
a Rates for females and males are adjusted for age, whereas the total rate is adjusted for age and sex.
Previous studies of ADPLD focused mainly on symptomatic
disease and contained mainly female patients. In contrast, the
present study is balanced with respect to sex, and shows that the
incidence of ADPLD was similar in females and males, although
the cystic disease appeared to be more severe and symptomatic
in female patients. In its totality, the evidence suggests that the
incidence of ADPLD is similar in males and females, but that the
disease is more severe in females.

The main limitations of the current study because of its
retrospective nature include the incomplete ascertainment of the
cases (individuals without imaging studies or with only US or
unenhanced CT scans), the possibility that some patients with
multiple simple hepatic cysts might have been considered to
have ADPLD, the paucity of genetic testing, and the low diversity
of the Olmsted County population that limits the generalisability
of the observations to more diverse populations.41
JHEP Reports 2020
The incidence of likely or possible ADPLD has increased
since 2000 (likely because of more frequent imaging), but
the incidence of ADPLD with symptomatic hepatomegaly
remains low. Most patients meeting our criteria for likely or
possible ADPLD were found incidentally. Nevertheless, our
results suggest that the incidence of ADPLD, including
asymptomatic ADPLD, has been underestimated. The preva-
lence of likely ADPLD was also more than expected. Consis-
tent with previous reports, the incidence of ADPLD was not
different between females and males, but as reported in
previous studies, PLD appeared to be more severe and
symptomatic in females.3–5 Genetic testing will be necessary
to confirm a diagnosis of ADPLD in the patients classified as
likely ADPLD, and to determine whether the patients with
possible ADPLD have mutations in the already-known or in
novel PLD genes.
Abbreviations
ADPKD, autosomal-dominant polycystic kidney disease; ADPLD, auto-
somal-dominant polycystic liver disease; CT, computed tomography;
HtLV, liver volume adjusted by height; IQR, inter-quartile range; MRI,
magnetic resonance imaging; PLD, polycystic liver disease; US,
ultrasound.
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